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Potters Aground!

Dave Kautz’s tracks in the mud in Redwood City. Time and tide wait for no one!
Story: Carl Sundholm
I got up early Saturday to make the St. Patrick's Day sail Corkscrew Slough "race" at the Peninsula Yacht
Club. But when I put the key in the ignition of my glorious tow vehicle, I just heard click-click. Jump starting
didn't make any difference, so I resolved to show up at Docktown without my trusty P-19 "Dagmar" with the
hopes of perhaps riding along with someone else. Little did I know at the time that it was going to be a good
thing that "Dagmar" didn't make it to the dance.
When I got to Docktown, folks were beginning to get ready for the "race" and, as usual, there were plenty of
friendly Potter sailors willing to let me ride along. Since Goose was the first to offer, I gladly accepted the opportunity to crew on his P15 "Gale," one of the
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The Commodore’s Log
Wow, it's April and “Cats Meow” is still on
the hard. Well, that's not quite true the other
day my son and I took her to New Hogan and he set it up
for me. I was able to spend four hours sailing with my new
sails. I never sailed with a full batten main, I think they are
going to work out great. Hopefully the next sail, Santa
Cruz to Moss Landing will be my first club sail of the
year.

He set an example for the rest of us hosts. All his bases
were covered, he let the town know what was happening,
notified the local marina, did a nice job promoting the sail
on Trailer Sailor, and most importantly he didn't lose any
boats. Living a stones throw from the launch ramp allowed him and his wife Gail to provide a tremendous lasagna feed for the group. Well done guys.
See you on the water (soon),
Bud

Speaking of club sails, I guess I missed a really good one
last weekend. Goose did an outstanding job as sail host.

EVENTS ON THE HORIZON:

April 10-11 (Saturday-Sunday) (Changed from April 4-5, Easter)
Overnight cruise: Santa Cruz to Moss Landing . . . Host: Mike Swartz
April 17 (Saturday) Oakland Estuary Day Sail . . . Host: Bruce Hood.
.
May 2 & 3 (Saturday-Sunday) . . . B&W Island to Bruno’s Island . . . Host: Jerry Barrilleaux
May 15 (Saturday) Del Valle Regional Park Day Sail . . . Host: Kevin Crowder.
May 22 & 23 (Saturday-Sunday) . . . Woodward Annual Camp Out . . . Host: Katie & Dory Taylor
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(Corkscrew: continued from page 1)

It was a
great turn-out with 12 boats: 9 P-15s including Dave Bacon, Don Person, Dan Phy, Rob
Sampson, Mitch Carnes, Dave Meyers,
Goose, Bob Pisani and Chuck Lee; Jerry
Higgins with his Bullseye Lia, Neil and Becky
Dorf in their Montgomery 15, and Dave
Kautz in his O'Day 192 "Trailer Trash." Although there were the trappings of a "race"
including a "LeMans" start, Potters being the
individualists we are, pretty much took it
easy and enjoyed the journey.
Dave Bacon, being one of the best and
smartest sailors, was crafty enough to be the Le Mans start, Potter style!
Photo by Carl Sundholm
last to arrive and, of course, the first to
leave. And he pretty much was the leader of the pack throughout the "race."

The breeze was light at the start, but some expert sailors excel in such conditions by carefully trimming their
sails. Just as we reached the towers where we were supposed to turn left into Corkscrew Slough, the wind
began to pick up. Then the Slough got narrower and the water got thinner, until we began to run out of water.
The tide started going down, more and more of us ran
Don, Dan and Mitch, making tracks.
aground, and it was around this time I was thankful my
Photo by Rob Sampson
tow vehicle didn't start this morning, because Dagmar
woulda been so stuck in the mud. It was nearing 2:00pm,
and was around this time that Jerry Higgins in Lia had
become irretrievably mired near the end of Corkscrew
due to his deeper keel, but told the others not to worry
about him and to carry on.
So, being the prepared Potters we are, we settled in to
wait for the hi tide.
Everyone had sufficient provisions, libations, and such to
make it a fun, albeit unanticipated, campout on the mud
flats until the return of the tides later that evening. None
of these boats would make it out before the water ran out.
Don Person was the last lucky one to make it across the
bar. The rest of us, tried as we could, could not free ourselves none of the boats in this photo made it out before
the mud and sand bar at the confluence of Corkscrew
and Steinberger Sloughs rose up and made it impassible.
And as the tide slowly returned and the boats began to rise out of the mud, we started up our motors and
headed back in the starlit evening to the Peninsula Yacht Club for a much anticipated St. Patrick's Day dinner
(Corkscrew: continued on page 4)
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(Corkscrew: continued from page 3)

meal of hot potatoes, cabbage and corned beef.
I learned that West Wight Potter 15s are great little boats for
weathering out Mother Nature in, and although some might
call us "stick in the muds," you gotta respect this great group
of sailors for their positive spirit in turning what initially
looked like adversity into what, for me at least, was a very
enjoyable and memorable adventure.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Continued by Dave Kautz:
It will come as no surprise that the Corkscrew Slough race
belongs to Dave Bacon on a first-to-finish basis. Rob
Sampson was right there with him but I think Rob fired up
his Honda before Dave did, so we'll give Rob second. I was
stuck in the mud when all this transpired and have it by
hearsay, so please speak up if there are errors.
Jerry Higgins was ahead until he ran aground, then I was
first for a few moments until I doubled back to help Jerry.
Dave Bacon was right behind me until that point and knew
better than to delay when in shallow water on a falling tide.
However, even Dave had apparently had enough by the
time he got back and headed straight for home.
Goose Gossman in Gale— Note the mud tracks!
Photo: Carl Sundholm

Being as good
food and drink were a big part of the weekend's program, this
was a "must be present to win" event. I believe the prize (an engraved corkscrew) was awarded to Neil and Becky for "Stamina
in Sustaining Good Spirits and a Pleasant Demeanor" (and
never once suggesting that the Potters lured the "deep draft"
Montgomery into trouble), and they certainly deserved it.

Dan Phy, high and dry!

Photo: Dave Kautz

A “Le Mans” finish! Photo: Carl Sundholm

(More mud on page 5)

(Corkscrew: continued from page 4)
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When you’re stranded in the mud, and are going to be there a very, very long time, what else are you to do,
but takes lots and lots of pictures? Here are some highlights from Carl Sundholm’s perspective:

Emergency Action Drills
It is reassuring to learn the Potters are continuing the tradition of holding unscheduled EADs,
better known as Emergency Action Drills. I'm
not sure when the tradition started, it has been
attributed to Mike Westfield, of presenting the
Potters with an unannounced emergency drill to
test their reactions. It started with simple whifferdills but soon increased in complexity to
simulated collisions and replicated capsizings.
The EAD described above is, without doubt,
the longest EAD on record and the Potters are
to be commended for their reactions and the
way they handled the drill. I must admit, I was
very impressed with the way the organizers
timed the tide to fit the drill.
Further, the after action reports are among the
best published to date.
I hope we continue the tradition with the same
outstanding results.
~Dick Herman

The Potter Yachter
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Gilligan’s Account Of the Redwood Creek Trip
Sung to the theme song of Gilligan's Island:
Just sit right back and you'll hear a tale,
A tale of a fateful trip,
That started from this Docktown Port,
With many a Potter ship.
The fleet was a salty sailin' bunch,
The Skippers brave and sure.
They launched and set their sails that day for a three
hour tour.
A three hour tour.
The winds were light and shifty and
The tide was at it's slack
Slow progress up that Redwood Creek
Meant many a wayward tack. Many a wayward tack.
The Corkscrew Slough they entered and
More tacking they did do
Seals watched and laughed as time ran short
Some wouldn't make it through. Some wouldn't
make it through.

Carl Sundholm, playin’ it cool.

The current started picking up,
The tide was ebbing fast.
If not for the power of their iron jibs
Some would not make it past. Some would not make it past.
Six ships went aground in muck that day
In heart of this lonely slough,
Goose Gossman, Jerry Higgins too, the Montgomery,
Neil and wife,
Dave Kautz in his O'Day, all bored with nothin' to do.
Dan Phy in his Potter found the mud
Not once but a 2nd time,
So he just kicked back and mixed a drink
Of Vodka, Tonic and Lime.
Neil and Becy Dorf
belowdecks aboard
“Mudgomery”, waiting
out the tide, and writing out these amusing
lyrics.

Photo: Jerry Higgins

Photo: Goose Gossman

Well, Chuck missed a turn and headed out
To a very shallow Bay
His keel got stuck, jumped off the pin,
And there his boat did lay. And there he had to
stay.
The PYC they launched that night,
To search in the cold and dark,
In rubber rafts and skiffs they came
To find where the boats were parked.
Most boats were free by 10pm,
By 12 'twas history.
Corned beef and cabbage waiting hot
With smiles, at PYC!
Written (and someday sung?) by: Neil Dorf
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Suisun Bay
Two days of great weather, and great company

The weather was perfect, tides favorable, about 15 boats. A few of
us were able to sail through all
three spans of bridges without tacking by playing the currents. Mike
Higgins towed a burned out fishing
boat out of harms way under the
bridges with only sail power. My
hero. The wind was coming from
the east (the first time I can remember), making the flood tide turn into
a lumpy ride out to the ships...until
the tide shifted just past noon to
help the ride back. Sweet. Sunday
four boats motored up the Napa
river to Mare Island, and stopped
by for a beer at the Vallejo yacht
club. The sail back was the best
ever...downwind, favorable current,
beautiful clouds, passing ships, and
a building breeze from an approaching front.
~Goose Gossman

Salty Dog, lookin’ good! Photo: Dave Kautz

Don up against the rusting warships. So, who won? Photo: Dave Kautz
Here are the highlights, from my point of view...
We had two great sailing days with good wind from start to finish.
The rain predicted for Sunday PM never materialized. The Mothball
Fleet has a touch of "ghost town" feel to it - the pictures tell the story
best. Our travels were well coordinated with the strong currents in the
straits. We rode up on the flood and back on the ebb with noticeable
assistance both ways. Mike Higgins rescued a powerboat that had
smoke pouring out of the engine compartment. After they had gotten
the source of the smoke under control and it was safe to approach,
Mike towed them under all three of the Benicia bridge spans - under
sail, Mike has no auxiliary power. Once in open water on the other
side, the tow was handed off and the dead powerboat safely returned
to the Martinez marina. Accommodations at the Benicia marina are
very good. The management was welcoming, the bathrooms/showers
clean, and it is only a couple blocks to picturesque downtown Benicia
with restaurants and shops. The First St. cafe can be recommended
for an excellent breakfast! On Saturday evening, after cocktail hour at
the marina, we migrated to Goose's place where we were treated to a
Lasagna feed with all the trimmings. BIG thanks to Goose and Gail
for opening up their home to such a motley crew! My informal count
came to 16 boats with an excellent turnout by the P-15s. Only two P19s were observed but the expanded "run what ya brung" fleet included two Monty 15s, one Monty 17, a ComPac Sun Cat, a Vagabond 17, an O'day 192 and the one and only Higgins 14 Catboat.
~Dave Kautz
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Santa Cruz to Moss Landing
Saturday and Sunday, April 10th and 11th
Host: Mike Swartz

Last call for the Santa Cruz to Moss Landing trip!
On April 10th and 11th the Potters are once again making the trip from Santa Cruz to Moss Landing, and then
reversing it the next day. We will be staying with the Elkhorn Yacht Club.
Skipper's meeting @ 10:00. Driving directions: Hwy 1 to Soquel Ave. head west to Capitola Rd., go Left to
7th., make a Right on 7th. to Eaton, Go Right. Turn left before the bridge and follow signs.
Monitor Trailer Sailor Forum for any updates.
For further details, please refer to the March edition of the Potter Yachter. Instead, enjoy Mike’s teasers from
last year:

Steve Chambers and Steve Potter entering Moss Landing

Dan and Gretchen Ricker and Kevin Crowder

Steve Potter— Wing on wing…. on wing?

This photo: Katie T.
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April 17 (Saturday) Oakland Estuary Day Sail . . . Host: Bruce Hood.
E-mail: bhooda@yahoo.com

Directions:

Gather at Grand St. Ramp, Alameda about 9am Saturday April 17th and
be launched and ready to sail by 10am... perhaps we'll go to Pasta Pelican
Take 880 and go toward Oakland. Exit
for lunch as a variation on Quinn's! I will talk it over with you as you
on 23rd street, and get into the left-hand
arrive. Some surprise donuts may be in order at 9! Cheers, Bruce
Grand Street launch ramp is free, and usually quiet. The winds are
usually light by the ramp, and get stronger the further out you go.
Strictly Sail will be this weekend, and has been extended to four
days— Thursday through Sunday. Sadly, international Marine will
again stay in Inglewood. Expect anything out there, there’s usually
something interesting coming the other way. The last time I was

lane immediately. There is a light there
to make it easy. At the next light (very
short distance) make a U-turn. Stay left
until you see the big green bridge, then
stay right. After the bridge make a right
at the second light, Clement Ave. Go
straight until the road ends, then turn
right.

there, there were old square-riggers, a pair of Navy boats chasing
their wakes, a flock of SF Pelicans, and a barge as wide as the channel. ~Ed.

You’ll never know what you’ll find on the water with you in Alameda.

Photo: Katie T.
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B&W Harbor to Bruno’s Island
May 2 & 3 Host: Jerry Barrileaux

We will be launching from B&W Harbor and sailing over to Brunos Island for an overnighter. Brunos is a sailboat friendly place right off the Stockton Deep water channel. They have a restroom with flush toilets, and a
nice picnic area. There are a few built in Bar B Que pits, or you can bring your own grills. There is no food
served on the Island, however, there is a floating general store close by. There is a launch ramp on the Island
for those who don't want to sail over. However It's not suitable for P.19's. On Sunday I recommend sailing
over to Happy Harbor for Breakfast or Lunch. They have a New Owner that serves really good food.

To get to B&W Harbor take Highway 4 through Antioch, take the Rio Vista 160 overpass (a new road) go over
the Antioch Bridge and turn right at highway 12. Go for a few miles and just before you cross the Bridge, turn
left onto Brannon Island road. This will take you to the ramp. Launch time is 9 AM Launching is $15 for sailboats and slips at Brunos are .50 per foot. Tell B&W you are staying overnight.

This is the very best sailing area in the Delta, don't miss this one! Jerry Barrilleaux 925~685~4577

The Potters are taking over the Delta!
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Drifting With Dory
Redwood City, weekend of 3/12-14. This is the report of the ONLY Potter Yachter that did not get stuck in the
mud and have to spend hours cleaning their hull, cockpit, anchors, outboard, rudder, etc. of the gooiest, greyest,
ugliest mud in the bay. (Not the only one, sorry Dory! ~Ed)
To be honest, we didn’t show up on Friday and have to spend the night on the mud waiting for the tide to return.
For that matter, we didn’t even show up on Saturday to follow the Potter Pod up that slough into the mud again.
(Wonder why they even tried it on Saturday after Fridays day of basking in the sun?)
Ok, so we didn’t get there until Sunday (Prior commitments, and we thank the Wind and Sea Gods for that). We
launched rather late, and the Potter Pod was almost out of sight when we finally got under way. The winds(?)
were light to non-existent, and it took us almost two hours to get around the point into the main channel. The
winds were so light, that a class of several FJs were being towed by their instructor/mother hen out into the turning basin where they practiced roll tacks. We couldn’t get close enough to them to watch and learn anything –
no wind.
After awhile, a couple of the Pod came back
from the Bay, motor sailing, of course, and we
decided that we weren’t going to get any further
towards the Bay so we came slowly about and
attempted to sail back to the launch ramp. Eventually (Katie’s favorite word), we turned on the
Honda and motored back to the ramp ourselves.
The people from the Peninsula Yacht Club
(PYC) were great, helped everybody out of the
water that needed it, helped those that were
stranded in mud (when they could!) and invited
the PYs to come again and to attend their Friday
night dinners. Real good home cooked meal for
$10/piece. Worth the trip (at $3/gallon!). They
do request that you call by the preceding
Wednesday so there is enough food. The week
after the sail, the PYs filled up a table at a
salmon dinner with scalloped potatoes, and
salad. Excellent. Their number is (650) 3694410.
Pleasure Sailing,
Dory

Petit Liege, by Katie Taylor

Patrick Brennan
1305 Webster St., C205
Alameda, CA 94501

With a Grain of Salt
The Potter Yachter is a forum for exchange of ideas and information among West Wight Potter (and other mini-yacht)
sailors. But we Potter Yachters are mostly a bunch of amateurs finding our way by trial and error and luck.
You will probably find some very helpful tips or ideas in the
Potter Yachter that will enhance your sailing experience, but
you may also find some ill-advised suggestions or ideas that
just don’t work for your particular boat, your sailing environment, your level of sailing experience, or your boat-working
skills. So please understand that any sailing tutorials, suggested
boat modifications, recommended cruises, etc., are the opinion of
the author, based presumably on his or her personal experience
and judgment at the time the article or letter was written.
If a Potter Yachter believes s/he has a good idea and submits it to
the newsletter for publication, we will usually pass it on to the rest
of you in the newsletter, but take it “with a grain of salt” and a large
portion of your own good judgment, and perhaps get a second opinion before undertaking a modification or cruise or sailing technique
you read about in the Potter Yachter (or any other publication)
- The Editor
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